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From Colony to Self  -Government 

 Reminiscences’ of Hamilton Green 

Guyana gained political independence, on 26 May 1966.  There are writers, who have suggested that the 

quest for political independence, began in February 1763.   While, there are several records, which declare that, the 

struggle for political independence, was evident in the nineteenth century, evidence shows, that the trade unions in 

early twentieth century Guiana, demanded political independence, from their colonial masters.  The leader was 

undoubtedly, Hubert National Critchlow.  His supporters were, Cheddi Jagan and, Forbes Burnham. 

 
I recall with great 
interest, in the run up to 
our Independence in 
1966, the general 

international 
environment and the 
desire by all of the 
former British colonies 
was to proceed to 
independence.   Guyana 
felt left behind.    Both 
Jagan and Burnham had 
hopes that, after the 
breakthrough by India, 
in January 1950, and the 
Gold Coast in     March of 
1957, we should have 
been next, but the  1953 

suspension, by the British set things back for us. 
I recall when  we arrived in London, November 11, 1965, the first  news we got when we deplaned was that 

Ian Smith had just made a 
Unilateral Declaration of 
Independence in Rhodesia.  
 These events gave the 
Conference a sense of 
urgency that this Conference 
should set a date for 
Independence; that we not 
be frustrated, was 
uppermost in our minds. 
 The conference opened 
with some disappointment, 
due to the absence of the 
Peoples Progressive Party 
and, in particular, Dr. Cheddi 
Jagan, who refused the 
several efforts by the British 
to have him attend.   The two 
leaders present, L.F.S. 
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Burnham and Peter D’Aguiar, spent an entire day attempting to agree on the date.   The Peoples National Congress 
delegation led by L.F.S. Burnham insisted that the date be related to the struggles of  
those who struck the first blow for freedom from the imperial powers, and who made the greatest sacrifices.  
Burnham Identified the February 23 Rebellion in Berbice.  The United Force led by Mr. D’Aguiar, on the other hand, 
felt that the date  should be the date that be the date that theBritish officially ended slavery, August 1.  After a while, 
the British Colonial Secretary, as a compromise, proposed, a date in May and actually suggested the twenty-fourth.   

But that was the Queen’s Birthday, so it was that, the 26th May, was agreed upon.  In any case, this gave enough time 
for the transition and preparations   for the event. 
 At home, I recall a team headed by the late Lynette De Weever-Dolphin battling against time consulting the 
public and finding an acceptable design and colours for our National Flag.   Competitions were swiftly put in place 
for the National Anthem.   There was suggestion to use the song we sung for so long, written by W. Hawley-Bryant, 
the “Song of Guyana’s Children”, as the Anthem.   Eventually  the words by A.L. Luker, set to the music by R.C.G.  
Potter were accepted. 
 Later we also agreed that we should have a National Pledge.  I recall after its use on a few occasions, I was 
the one who suggested that, there should be some reverence when reciting the Pledge and that the right open hand 
be placed on the heart.   Forbes Burnham readily adapted the idea and this soon became the formal mode for reciting 
the Pledge.  This is something little known, but I feel proud that I initiated this process in Guyana-a method used by 
many other nations. 

Reminiscences’ of Oscar Clarke 
 I recall the pre-Independence period, when there was an intense struggle against Her Majesty’s  
Imperial Government. 
 As early as 1955, writing in the PPP’s THUNDER, OF THE 16TH April, Forbes Burnham made the case for 
independence when he penned these words: “It is clear that one thing we must achieve first is national independence 
because so long as we are inhabitants of a colony, the ultimate power-political, economic and military-remains with 
those who, rule us from outside”. 
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I heard him to say at a PNC 1961 pre-election rally at the Albouystown Market square: “Comrades, whether 
the PNC wins the upcoming elections or not, I will be going on the same plane to London to seek Independence for 
our country”. 

To me those significant statements showed the common yearning for Independence whatever the political 
differences. 

Small wonder then, that eleven years later, under his leadership, the country achieved independence.   
[Guyana Chronicle Friday, 26 May 2000] 

Reminiscences’ of the late Brindley Benn 

 As another anniversary of the declaration of Independence of our country is celebrated, it is unavoidable to 
deny the leading role of the Peoples’ Progressive Party in making people believe that Independence was possible, 
but only as a result of consistent struggle.   Because of my leading position in that party over the years, I was part of 
the process in many ways. 
 Aside from the normal political campaign, I recall with pride some interesting contributions.   then as Minister 
of Community Development and Education, I instituted ‘Guyana History and Culture Week’, according to a minute I 
wrote, …”to educate Guyanese about their country and to inspire them to work harder for its progress”. 
 The slogan around which the Committee was to work was “One People, One Nation, One Destiny”, which 
ultimately became our national motto.   The late A.J. Seymour headed the Committee, and it was possible to organize 
celebrations, the main one in Georgetown. 
 After I was transferred to be Minister of Natural Resources, one or two events were organized.  However, 
around 1960, the Freedom March was instituted in which two groups of Progressive Youth Organization(PYO) 
members led the first march from Skeldon, and from Charity, to the Rifle Ranges in Georgetown, where Peace doves 
were released. 
 Finally, as a Member of Parliament on the eve of Independence,  was appointed to the Committee to judge 
the submissions for the National Anthem.  And when the then ruling party proposed the Coat- of -Arms, I vigorously 
condemned the drawing of the Canje Pheasant,  indeed, I took to Parliament from the museum, a stuffed bird to 
drive home the point.  I was overruled, since these craftsmen have their special way in designing these figures for 
national emblems. 

As Independence Day dawned, my family and I watched the fireworks from our home.   Later I attended the 
official handing-over ceremony of the Act of Sovereignity. 

 

Save the children. Enroll them in the Queens Daycare and, Child 

development centre. Call Sister Elvira Moses at 2275093. 
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Quotes of the President of Guyana 

 

 “Linden is the powerhouse that is driving this great Region. This is a beautiful and bountiful Region and you 

possess strategic advantages… You have abundant natural resources; the logs, the bauxite, the rich forests 

and our rich mines but you also have other resources; abundant wildlife, fish, birds and an attractive 

environment. Linden is also in its own way a centre of intelligence. I am tired of seeing logs going out of this 

country. I want to see furniture going out. I don’t want to see raw gold. I want to see jewellery shops. We 

have to add value to these important products of our country if we are to become rich and this exhibition is 

an opportunity for innovation; for us to be innovative and get out of the mind-set of just mining and 

producing raw materials.” 

  “Local Government Elections have moved us from despair to a democratic regime. We can sit, discuss and 

determine how our communities can be governed. We now have the option of attracting friends to add 

private contribution to the community,” the Head of State said as he commissioned a play park at Victory 

Valley Community Centre Ground located at Wismar, Linden yesterday. The play park was developed and 

outfitted by private citizens. 

 “We have to identify personnel, we have to identify buildings, we have to start advertising to attract the 

quality personnel that can lead this important Department into the future. So we are being very careful. 

Right now, the preparatory work is being done. It is bound to be a challenge because this is an international 

industry. We are looking at a world-class industry so we have to get the best persons. As you know, Guyana 

has no experience in the field and we have a very small Petroleum Unit, which is now in the Ministry of 

Natural Resources and we obviously have to attract the best people from around the world so we are not 

attempting to avoid that responsibility,” he said. 

 The Americas are the ‘new world.’ The Americas are different from the ‘old’ worlds of Africa, Asia and 

Europe. 
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History records how a motley crew of eighty-eight undocumented European sailors landed on an island in 

the Bahamas here in the Caribbean 525 years ago on 12th October 1492. The trickle of visitors turned into a 

torrent. 

 “Social Cohesion recognizes that Guyana is now, and always will be, multi-religious, multi-ethnic and multi-

cultural. Miscegenation is forever. Our diversity is an asset, not a liability. We are proud to belong to a society 

of many faiths. We are proud of the tapestry of ethnicity within our country… I took the initiative after 2015, 

to designate days, which celebrate the plural character of our nation, not to divide,” President Granger said. 

 I must thank the High Commissioner for arranging this good weather. I’ve never come in rainy weather. It 

rains just before or just after, but the High Commissioner always seems to have good weather. I’m happy to 

be here, of course, to celebrate Holi and to bring Holi greetings to all Guyanese. As you know, the Indian 

community has been reinforced by the Indian Cultural Centre over the years and I must compliment the High 

Commissioner. I think he mentioned to me that this Cultural Centre is one of the oldest, if not the oldest to 

be established, and it is continuing after so many decades. 

 Guyana is pleased to note the provisions contained with respect to the issues of concern to countries such 

as the LDCs, LLDCs and SIDS in special situations. The challenges faced by middle income countries, not least 

of all the large number of small states in the Caribbean also deserve the attention of the international 

community. For our Region the issue of debt is of particular concern as the terms of trade often work against 

the interests of small States. 

 This year in Guyana, we are also celebrating the 80th anniversary of radio broadcasting. It started in a sort 
of a fitful manner in the 1920s but it was in 1938, exactly 80 years ago, that we started to have regular 
broadcasts through two stations, VP3MR and VP3BG and later on they were merged into the British Guiana 
United Broadcasting Company and those of you who pass through Georgetown would know the stations ZFY, 
which is close to what is now the Our Lady of Fatima Church in Bourda. It used to be ZFY, our first major 
broadcasting station so it’s good that we should celebrate radio broadcasting in Guyana. I remember growing 
up it was a luxury to have a radio. In any village there probably would be only one or two radios and people 
would go to the cake shop or the rum shop or the barbershop; it had to be one of those three shops, to hear 
the radio. When you want to hear cricket or horse racing on a Saturday, everybody would go to the 
barbershop because people couldn’t afford to buy a radio. 

 You know we have a border with Venezuela which is nearly 800 kilometres long and Whitewater, Baramita, 

Kaikan, Arau- all these villages along these 800kilometres are frontline villages because they are on the 

border with our western neighbour- the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. So, you are like our guardian; you 

are like our shield; you are in the frontline and let me tell you this, since Guyana became independent in 

1966, fifty-two years ago, our western neighbour Venezuela has been claiming this very land that you are 

living on. You are not Venezuelans. You all are Guyanese, but Venezuela has been claiming this land; all the 

way up the Essequibo River. 
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Reflections on Cheddi Jagan, 1918-1997 

By 

 Ralph Ramkarran 

 
Cheddi Jagan 

Cheddi Jagan returned from studies in the United States to a British Guiana in 1943 that was a cauldron of 
poverty. The report of the Moyne Commission, which investigated poverty in the region in the 1930s concluded that 
“for the labouring population, mere subsistence was increasingly problematic.” The report was so explosive that it 
was not published until 1945. It weighed heavily in subsequent developments. 

In 1946 Cheddi Jagan, Janet Jagan, Jocelyn Hubbard and Ashton Chase, the latter two of whom were active 
trade unionists, formed the Political Affairs Committee (PAC). In 1947 Cheddi Jagan fought and won a seat in the 
Legislative Council. 

The cauldron of poverty was being stirred by decades of intensified industrial unrest, prompted by the new 
found strength of organised labour. The British Guiana Labour Union (BGLU) was the first to be registered in the 
British Empire in 1922. The Man Power Citizens Association (MPCA) was registered in 1937 and represented sugar 
workers. The Transport Workers Union (TWU) was established in 1938 and superseded the BGLU as the largest and 
most militant in the city. In 1947 bauxite workers went on strike. In 1948 the successful Teare Strike led by the TWU, 
stopped the trains and boats and closed down the country for two weeks – unprecedented in a colony. In 1949 the 
Enmore strike of sugar workers took place during which five sugar workers, who became known as the Enmore 
Martyrs, were shot and killed. This heightened labour activity was also a feature in the Caribbean region and was 
prompted by a decline in sugar prices on the world market which further exacerbated poverty. 

In the wider world, the Second World War had ended with the Soviet Union gaining tremendous credibility 
with its defeat of Nazism, the British colonial stranglehold weakened with the independence of India and the rise of 
the United States as the leading world power, which was not sympathetic to colonialism. There were anti-colonial 
upsurges brewing in Africa and Asia and growing nationalist sentiment in many countries against foreign exploitation. 
All of these internal, regional and extra-regional factors influenced the formation of the PPP and its policies. 

The composition of the PPP in 1950 showed a surprisingly mature political outlook by the then 33-year-old 
Cheddi Jagan. The PPP’s leadership was comprised of a broad cross section, ethnically diverse, combination of leftists, 
non-leftists, professionals, businesspeople, workers, trade unionists, youth, women and other groups, spanning the 
entire spectrum of the social composition of British Guianese society, with its Chairman being Forbes Burnham, a 
Guyana scholar and newly qualified lawyer. This national unity created by the early PPP and its overwhelming success 
at the 1953 elections, followed by its devastating division of 1955 and the ethnic divisiveness it generated in political 
expression and organisation, tapped into a national yearning for political unity across the ethnic divide, which 
persists to this day and remains unsatisfied. 

The suspension of the constitution in 1953, one of the most traumatic events in Guyanese history, was not 
unlike the actions of British colonialism and American intervention in many parts of the world against nationalist 
leaders on the ground that the leaders or movements were ‘communist.’ This issue has been interrogated at length 

https://www.stabroeknews.com/author/ralphramkarran/
https://guyaneseonline.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/cheddi-jagan.jpg
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and in depth over the years. Jagan himself repeatedly offered the examples of the overthrow of Mohamed 
Mossadegh of Iran in 1953 and Jacobo Arbenz of Guatemala in 1954 by the CIA as intervention against nationalist 
leaders.  Professor Colin Palmer in Cheddi Jagan and the Politics of Power: British Guiana’s Struggle for Independence 
(2010) convincingly demonstrates that the policies and postures adopted by the PPP in 1953 were reformist in 
character and scope, “tone and emphasis.” He said that although “stridently nationalist … the notion that the 
Guianese leaders were Russian puppets was profoundly misguided and constituted a gross misunderstanding of their 
nationalist aspirations.” 

Palmer also pointed out that the Jagans were different kind of politicians. He said that while elitist politicians 
worried about the estate providing meals and sleeping accommodation when they went into the sugar estates to 
campaign, Jagan “together with his wife, had spent years going into these same areas eating, sleeping, and talking 
with the people, and it was this that had won him the affection of the people.” He said that they possessed that “rare 
but indefinable quality to obtain and sustain the abiding trust of the people in whose name they spoke … The Jagans 
had kept faith with their admirers, a quality that meant the efforts by the colonial regime to discredit them failed 
because the wellspring of their support was deep and suffused by a passionate, religiouslike fervour.” That 
“wellspring” of support was to continue for another fifty years. 

 The elections of 1957, in which the PPP was supported mainly by Indo Guyanese due to the split of the PPP 
in 1955, led by Burnham, Latchmansingh and others, and encouraged by the British, enabled the PPP to form the 
government. The PPP won also the elections of 1961 and the governments between 1957 and 1964 demonstrated 
the kind of policies that Cheddi Jagan was interested in – not ‘communist’ by any means. For the first time in Guyana’s 
history politics were put to the service of the people. Policies were established to vastly extend education, health, 
improve housing, expand agricultural and industrial production and expand infrastructural development. The record 
is there to see for anyone who cares to look. But what probably is most remembered is the Kaldor Budget of 1962 
and the disturbances, including ethnic violence, which occurred in 1962 and continued under various pretexts in 
1963 and 1964. The role of the British and American governments, their intelligence agencies and their local allies, 
have been fully exposed. It should be noted that throughout most of this period, Jagan sought a coalition government 
with the Peoples’ National Congress (PNC), a policy in different language and forms that he supported for the rest of 
his political career. 

After the results of the 1964 elections, prematurely called by the British government, under the system of 
proportional representation imposed by the British to remove Jagan from office, notwithstanding the promise to 
grant independence to Guyana after the 1961 elections, Jagan argued that as the political party obtaining the largest 
plurality, the PPP ought to be called upon to form the government. This, of course, would have given him the 
opportunity to negotiate a coalition with the PNC. The British Governor, Sir Richard Luyt, would have none of it and 
called on the PNC, which obtained fewer votes than the PPP, to form the government. Of course, he knew what the 
long planned outcome would have been – a PNC-UF coalition government. 

Perhaps Jagan’s greatest hour was the 28 years that he spent in the wilderness due to manipulated electoral 
practices. After the betrayal of the West, and in search of allies, he went from progressive nationalist to communist, 
in the years when the socialist and, more importantly, the Third World and the national liberation movement allied 
to the socialist world, were at their strongest. While his stature grew exponentially because of his advocacy for 
liberation and the end of exploitation and poverty against war and oppression, his steadfastness and commitment 
to principle and to the disadvantaged, were admired. 

During this period he showed no bitterness, displayed humility, lived simply and shrugged off all the insults 
and attacks that were heaped upon him. He was never given to flights of oratory, or the quoting of Latin aphorisms 
to farmers or workers at public meetings. He frequently stopped at street corners on his way home from work in the 
afternoons when he saw a group of persons to engage them with his chart, which he kept in the trunk of his car, to 
demonstrate how profits are extracted from poor countries by multinationals or how poverty could be reduced by 
eliminating waste and expenditure on arms. 

The criticisms against Jagan were not few. From his alleged communism in 1953, the signing of the Duncan 
Sandys letter in 1964, his alliance with the socialist world, exploiting Indian ethnic sentiments, to being naïve, he was 
under a constant barrage, not least from the PNC. During the PNC’s leftward shift, starting from the late 1970s, he 
came under increasing pressure from leading socialist countries to make accommodations with the PNC. He lost 
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some stalwart comrades, and almost lost others, as a result of this pressure. But he maintained his posture that only 
the restoration of democracy could stabilize the political climate and ensure genuine progress in Guyana. He saw the 
restoration of democracy and the implementation of shared governance or a winner does not take all system as the 
two foundation elements, the twin pillars, for progress in Guyana. 

Although Burnham rejected a coalition government in the 1960s, opportunities were missed between 1957 
and 1961 and 1992 and 1997 to promote winner does not take all. Triumphalism may have played a role but in the 
latter period, the deep hostility of Desmond Hoyte precluded any approach to the PNC. But Jagan never wavered in 
his view. Were he here today, I have no doubt that he would agree that the establishment of a system where the 
two major parties share in the executive governance of Guyana, is unfinished business and needs to be ungently 
addressed. 

The Guyanese people, and more particularly supporters of the PPP, were astonished at the outpouring of 
national sentiment when Jagan passed in 1997. The vast majority of the many thousands who turned out to pay 
their respects, at State House, along the East Coast and in Berbice, may not have known the detailed facts about 
1950 and of those early years, or even of the intricacies of shared governance. But they knew that he cared about 
them. 
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On the Occasion of the Portuguese arrival in Guyana 

[Reprinted here is speech of Dr. George Norton: Minister of Social Cohesion, on 3 May 2018] 
Today, the Cooperative Republic of Guyana salutes and celebrates the accomplishments of our Portuguese sisters 
and brothers, on the occasion of ‘Portuguese Arrival Day.’ 
When the ‘Louisa Baillie’ docked here on May 3rd 1835, some 40 Portuguese disembarked. They came as 
Indentured Labourers, but fast-forward 183 years, the Portuguese are now an integral part of Guyana’s identity. 
Persons of Portuguese origin have made indelible contributions to this Land of Many Waters, and influences of 
these can be seen in all aspects of the Guyanese life. 
Unfortunately however, the Portuguese community, which accounted for 4.3% of Guyana’s population in 1891, has 
diminished to 0.3% as of 2012. 
This makes it especially important for persons of Portuguese ancestry to become protectors of their heritage. The 
onus is upon you to preserve the cultures and traditions that your ancestors clutched as a prized possession. 

Study your history, learn the language, practice your 
religions, promote your foods, clothing and music, 
maintain your traditions and teach your children and 
grandchildren to do the same, because Guyana can ill 
afford to lose these precious aspects of her identity. 
Guyana’s strength is its diversity, and our diversity can 
only be as vibrant as the individualistic characteristics of 
all our peoples. So, we must ensure that these remain 
fully intact. 
Despite their diminishing numbers, Portuguese 
descendants continue to contribute enormously to 
Guyana’s overall development. 
Their impeccably thrifty spirit seems to have been passed 

down from generations. The Portuguese were leading in commerce since the colonial era, and even today, their 
descendants remain prominent business personalities of Guyana. 
Some well-known entrepreneurs of Portuguese ancestry include the Correias, the Fernandes, the Alphonso’s, the 
Mendes and so many others. 
Apart from being thrifty, the Portuguese were a people well-grounded in morals, and steadfast in education, 
charity and sports. It is important to remember also, that it was the Portuguese who were responsible for the 
establishment and growth of Roman Catholicism in Guyana. 
So as we celebrate Portuguese Arrival Day, I extend best wishes to my Portuguese brothers and sisters. On behalf of 
all Guyanese, we thank you for your contributions to this dear land of ours. 
Happy Portuguese Arrival Day to you all. 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1768121996542475&set=a.320414314646591.75408.100000340750977&type=3
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On the Occasion of the Arrival of Indians  
Minister of Social Cohesion, Dr. George Norton 

Today, we celebrate the true essence of our nation – our ancestors and their arrival to these shores. Guyana 
is a product of six peoples – Our First Peoples, the Amerindians, along with the Europeans, Africans, Portuguese, 
Chinese and East Indians. Together, they birthed a culturally distinct nation, and as we bask in the glory of all that 
we are as a people, it is important that we honour our ancestors, who transformed a land that witnessed their blood, 
sweat and tears, into a place that each of us can now find solace. 

I believe that even before we attempted to become ‘One People’ of ‘One Nation’, we were all following 
‘One destiny’. It seems more than a mere coincidence that six very different peoples, with their own cultures, 
traditions and beliefs could be so neatly amalgamated to create one single identity – that of the Guyanese. I 
describe it as sheer brilliance, perhaps orchestrated by a divine force. 
Arrival of the East Indians. 

May 5 calls for double celebration, as it marks the 180th anniversary since the arrival of the first batch of 
Indian Immigrants. They came as Indentured labourers in 1838, on two ships – S.S. Whitby and the Hesperus. 

Between the years 1838 and 1917, a total of 240,000 Indians arrived. They weathered the cruelties of 
indentureship, and when that system ended more than a century ago, approximately 70 percent of the Indian 
Immigrants who came, chose to persevere and make Guyana their home. Today, their descendants account for 
approximately 40% of the country’s population, and have made invaluable contributions to the growth of every facet 

of this nation – 
academically, 

politically, 
culturally, etc. 

The 
Indian culture 
is an integral 
part of 

Guyana’s 
vibrant 

identity – from 
the foods and 
clothing to the 
religions and 

holidays. 
Guyanese of 
Indian origins 
have been 
successful in 
keeping their 
traditions and 
practices alive, 

while 
remaining 

respectful of 
those of their 

brothers and sisters of different ancestry. 
On this occasion of Arrival Day, let us all pledge to intensify our roles in building this nation. Our ancestors 

did that for us, and we now, owe it to those who may come after. Let us unite to build our country.  
Happy Arrival Day Guyana! 
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Is the Bocas Literary Festival biased? 

By 

Dr Kumar Mahabir 

 

 

It seems that the city of Port of Spain has a no-entry sign for Indo-Trinidadian (Indian) cultural performers. The 
Fiesta Plaza in MovieTowne does not entertain these kinds of artistes. The Live Music District in the capital also does 
not showcase cross-over orchestras such as Dil-E-Nadan, T&TEC Gayatones, Karma, and KI & the Band. 

The recently-concluded NGC Bocas Literary Festival (April 25-29) is yet another example of discrimination 
against Indian cultural performers in Port of Spain. The powers residing in Port of Spain have demonstrated their 
biased belief that (a) Carnival is the only form of national culture in the multi-ethnic society, (b) Indian culture should 
be pushed behind the Caroni bridge, and (c) at best, Indian culture should be confined to a token show of tassa 
drumming and an Indian dance. This marginalised treatment is showcased every time at the Caribbean Festival of 
Arts (CARIFESTA).  

The latest published Government CSO population census in 2011 revealed that Indians form the largest 
ethnic group in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T). Yet they constitute less than ten percent (10%) of the attendees and 
participants at Bocas Lit’ Festivals. It seems as though Indians have silently and individually decided to boycott this 
biased annual event. The fact that the main event takes place in Port of Spain, where few Indians live, also makes it 
challenging for Indians to attend. 

Bocas Lit’ Fest is a great, exciting extended weekend event of readings, discussions, performances, 
interviews, workshops, storytelling, music and film screenings. The National Library (NALIS) venue is abuzz with 
activities mainly with local, regional and international writers, readers, publishers and critics of literary and non-
fiction works.   

The festival’s founder and director, Marina Salandy-Brown, must be commended for this initiative. Running 
for eight years, Bocas Lit’ Fest has emerged as the Caribbean's premier annual literary festival. 

On Bocas Lit’ Fest, literary critic Dr Raymond Ramcharitar wrote: “[T]he main concern is not promoting 
literature or art, but establishing the entitlement of certain people to produce, profit from, and control literary and 
artistic production, always at the expense of others” (Guardian 25/04/12). I interpret “at the expense of others” to 
also mean the exclusion of Indian cultural performers. 

This year, Bocas Lit’ Fest hosted extempo deliveries and workshop on extempo composition, but no bir-a-ha 
workshop or renditions. A biraha is an impromptu song composed on any subject, religious or secular. It may break 
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all bounds of propriety and social rules. It may even subvert accepted practices and customs as well as ridicule 
respected citizens. A biraha is sung as a solo item and may or may not be rendered with a dholak or typical nagara 
drum. It is accompanied by a dance (ahirwa nach) punctuated by rhythmic, fast footwork performed after each 
stanza. 

Bocas Lit’ also included a workshop on fictional biography and biographical fiction based on the life of 
calypsonian “Kitchener”, and a documentary film on the calypsonian “Calypso King” from Costa Rica. Again, no 
workshop or film or discussion or performance on biraha, chutney or pichakare. 
Both chutney and pichakare are musical forms indigenous to Trinidad. Chutney soca is a crossover genre 
incorporating soca elements and Hindi-English, sung with instruments such as the harmonium, dholak and dhantal. 

Pichakare is a type of social-commentary song created by Ravi-ji, a spiritual leader, as a counterpoint to 
political calypsoes which defamed Indian politicians and personalities. It is sung in Trinidad Hindi (Bhojpuri) and 
English on stage during Phagwa, the Hindu festival of colour and harvest. 
This year’s edition of Bocas Lit’ Fest also featured monologues by Carnival Midnight Robbers. The festival did not 
showcase an excerpt of Ram-leela or any of its characters. 

Ram-leela is perhaps the oldest living form of free outdoor folk theatre in the Caribbean. Villager actors play 
the role of animals, clowns, humans, saints, gods and demons through masks, costumes, props, gestures and body 
movements. In his Nobel Prize acceptance speech in 1992, poet and playwright Derek Walcott spoke glowingly about 
Ram-leela in Felicity in central Trinidad. In 2008, UNESCO proclaimed Ram-leela as an intangible cultural heritage of 
humanity which should be protected and promoted. 
In all of its dramatic performances, the Bocas Lit’ Fest has never included folktale figures such as Birbal from 
Trinidad and Sachuli from Guyana. They are the Indian counterparts to the Afro-Caribbean trickster spider, Anansi. 

Indian cultural performers and promoters have realised that the culture which they practice and promote 
will always be marginalised or excluded. They have decided to create their own shows, competitions and literary 
events.  

Towards this end, the NCIC Nagar, led by Deoroop Teemal, has established “An Evening of Readings and 
Discussions” in Chaguanas. Its third quarterly readings with former journalist and novelist, Ariti Jankie, on Sunday 
April 22, drew more than 100 guests, mainly Indians. 
Spitting fire, Teemal must have blurted, “To hell with Bocas!” 
 
The writer is an anthropologist who has published 11 books. 

 

 

Theme: Up From Enslavement 

Venue: Arthur Chung Conference Center. 
 

         Keynote Speaker: Professor Dr. Ian Robertson 

 

Guyana Institute of Historical Research Eleventh  Conference 

  

 

Pre-Conference Event  

Welcome Reception 

Host: Ms. Tamika Boatswain, Director of Culture 

Venue: National Museum 

               Company path 

  (Opposite the Hibiscus Plaza 

   GPO Buildings 
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   Georgetown) 

Date: Friday, 29 June 2018 

Time: 18:30hrs. 

Dress: Elegantly casual 

Cocktail  

Reception: Programme 

1. Welcome Mr. Tota Mangar 

Chairman of the GIHR Board of Directors 

2. Remarks Ms. Tamika Boatswain 

Director of Culture 

3. Introduction of Performers 

GIHR Registrar   Mrs. Hazel Woolford 

a) Ras. Leon Saul 

b) Ole Man Pappie and Janie Gyal 

c) Roger Hinds/Young Bill Rogers 

4. Vote of Thanks 

David Hinds 

Conference 
Registration fee: GUY$3,000.00/US$15.00 

Theme: Up From Enslavement.  

Date: Saturday 30 June, 2018 

Venue: Arthur Chung Conference Center 

              Pattensen 

              Lilliendaal  

             Greater Georgetown. 

Time:  08:30hrs-14:00hrs. 

Theme: Up From Enslavement  

Date: 2018-06- 30 

Registration: [08:15hrs-09:45hrs.] 

Opening Ceremony: [09:00hrs-09:45hrs.] 

Chairman: Mr. Deon Abrams 

National Anthem:  

National Pledge: Mr. Malcolm Embleton  

Welcome:  Mrs. Hazel Woolford 

Introduction of Speaker: Mr. Alim Hosein 

Opening Address: Professor Dr. Ian Robertson 

 

Tea break  [09:45hrs-09:50hrs.] 

Session 1 [09:50hrs-11:00hrs.] 

Panel 1 

Theme: Race and racism. 

Chairperson:  Mr. Tota Mangar 

Presenters:  

Professor Dr. David Jamison Resistance on the Margins: How Multicultural Coalitions Disrupted the Dutch 

Colonial Plantocracy 

Estherine Doobay 1823 Demerara slave rebellion  
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Professor Rosa Elena Carrasquillo, Occluding the History of Slavery and Negating the Present: Cultural and 

Visual Representations of Slavery in the History Texts of the Dominican Republic (K-12) 

Questions and answers 

Session 1 [09:50hrs-11:00hrs.] 

Panel 2 

Theme:  African Guyanese and Sports 

Chairperson:  Mr. Roger Harper 

Presenters:   

Mr. Gordon Braithwaite, African Guyanese and Football 

Mr. Mark Harper, African Guyanese and Cricket 

Mr. Mike Benjamin, African Guyanese and Boxing 

Session 2 [11:15hrs- 12:15 hrs.] 

Panel 1 

Theme: African Guyanese and Business  

Chairperson: Mr. Eric Phillips 

Presenters: 

Ms. Shamane Joseph, Viola Burnham and Vanceram 

Mrs. Hazel Halley-Burnett, African Guyanese women in development  

Questions and answers 

Session 2 

Panel 2  

Theme: African Guyanese in Education  

Chairperson:  Dr. Gillian Richards-Greaves 

Presenters:  

Ms. Florine  Dalgety, African Guyanese and private education:  History of the Dominion school  

Ms. Akima McPherson, History of Art education in Guyana  

Mr. Autry Haynes, HIV AIDS education in African Guyanese communities 

 Questions and answers. 

Lunch break [ 12:20hrs.- 12:45 hrs.] 

 

Session 3[12:50-14:00hrs] 

Panel 1 

Theme: Language, Folklore and, Film  

Chairperson: Dr. Paloma Mohammed 

Presenters: 

Dr.Rachel Moseley-Wood, The Race to Modernization: Visual Education in the West Indies  

Mr. Shirvington Hannays, Challenges of African Film producers  

Mr. Tom Dalgety, African Moods 

Mr. Yaphet Jackman, African Guyanese and Films 

 

Panel 2 

Theme: African Guyanese and politics 

Chairperson: Dr. David Hinds 

Presenters: 

Ras. Leon Saul, A History of the Healing For Guyana Theocracy Party 

Mr. Norris Witter, Politics and Labour 

Questions and answers 
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14:15hrs. Vote of thanks: Mr. Deon Abrams 

  

Please be informed that panels are running concurrently. 

 

EXHIBITORS 

1. Barrington Braithwaite 

2. Burrowes School of Art 

3. Guyana Institute of Historical Research 

4. Museum of African Heritage 

5. National Archives of Guyana 

BOOKSTORES 

1. Pan African Movement 

2. Guyana Institute of Historical Research Bookstore. 

 

  

Visit Bookstores in the Lobby 

Follow the Guyana Institute of Historical Research on facebook 

Twitter/website http://hazelwoolford.wix.com/gihr   

Join the Guyana Institute of Historical Research Diploma of Historical studies group. 

 
 
 

 

To: 
 

1. GIHR News- GYD$600/USD$3 per annum  

2. CLEO Women’s History magazine- GYD$1,500/USD$7.50 per annum 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Keynote Speaker: Professor Dr. Ian Robertson 

Sale 

1. CLEO Women’s History Magazine 

2. CLEO Immigrant Women’s History edition 

3. GIHR Journal 

4. GIHR Heritage bookmarks 

5. GIHR Heritage key-rings 

6. GIHR Heritage calendars 

7. GIHR Heritage mugs. 
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REGISTRATION FORM. 

_Eleventh Conference of  the Guyana Institute of Historical Research at the Arthur Chung Conference   
C enter. 

 Saturday,30 June 2018  
 

Theme:Up From Enslavement  

 

[ ] Mr. [ ] Mrs. [ ] Ms. [ ] Prof. [ ] 

Address ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Telephone Number:  ( Home ) 

 

  (Office) 
 

    (Cell) E-mail:      

Organisation: 
  

 
 

Educator [ ] Post graduate student [ ] Researcher [ ] Other  
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Please   submit  a  hard copy of  your conference  paper in the week  of  the conference  for  the  conference 
secretariat  to   make  multiple  copies  for  distribution  to   registered  participants.  If  unable  to  do  so,  please 
bring  additional copies and, the Conference secretariat will print the extra copies for distribution. 
 
Will you need a DVD / Video? Yes [ ] No [ ] Early Registration fee: $ 3,000 
Late Registration fee: $ 5,000 Cost of DVD: $5,000. 

 

Please fill out this form or a photocopy completely and send it with your registration fee to 

Guyana Institute of Historical Research, 106 Atlantic Gardens, Montrose, East Coast 

Demerara, Guyana. 

Contact persons:  

Mrs. Hazel Woolford. 

Mr. Tota Mangar. 
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Advertise your services in GIHR News, at affordable rates. 
 

 
 

Yaweh Services helps professionals and small/medium-sized 
businesses find cooks/caterers, housekeepers, laundresses, janitorial, 
& entry level secretarial staff. Our motto is “Ensuring customer 
satisfaction by making mutually beneficial matches”. 
77 Canjie Street, Section K, Campbellville 
Georgetown, Guyana 
@YawehServicesGY 
Call 227 8444 
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You are invited to the annual GIHR Independence Literary Fair 

Venue: 106 Atlantic Gardens 
 Montrose 
 East Coast Demerara 
Date: 106 Atlantic Gardens 
Time: 10:00hrs-14:00hrs. 
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The following GIHR courses run from September to July: 

1. M.A. Historical studies. 

2. Diploma  Historical studies 

3. Certificate in Historical studies 

4. Certificate in African-Guyanese history. 

Cost: $10,000.00 per unit/$40,000. 00 per trimester/$100.00 per  year 

 


